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F O R E W O R D

The Annual  Report of the Minister of Mines and Petroleum Resources for
1976 follows the format of the 1975 Report closely. Annual Reports have been
published since 1874, from that date to 1959 as the Annual  Report of the Minister
of Mines and subsequently as  the Mister of Mines  and Petroleum Resources.
Because of the increasing size of this  volume, a new  yearly publication, Geology,
Exploration  and Mining in  British Columbia, was initiated in 1969 incorporating
geological and technical reports previously published in  the Annual Report.
Starting in 1975, this technical volume has been divided into separate reports that
can be issued as they  are prepared, hut eventually will be bound  together. De-

tailed information on mine safety, fatal accidents, dangerous occurrences, etc.,
that  form part of the Chief Inspector’s Report was included in the Annual Report
until 1973, for 1974 was issued separately, and in 1975 and  subsequently forms
part of the separate volume Mining in British Columbia  but not included in the
consolidated bound volume Geology, Exploration and Mining in British Columbia.

The Annual Report for 1976 as for 1975 therefore contains four chapters-
a general review of tbe industries, a chapter  on the activities of the Ministry, one
on the statistics of the mineral industry. and one on  the performance  of the  petro-
leum industry.
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THE MINING INDUSTRY IN 1976

BY
A. S~.THEP.LAND  BROWN, J. E. MERRETT,  and W. +. W ILSON

SOLID MINERAL PRODUCTION IN 1976

The yalue of solid minerals, that is, metals, industrial minerals, structural
materials, and coal, set another new  record  of nearly~$l.l  billion (Table l-1), up
5.4 per cent from 1975. This was achieved on the face of a decline of some corn-
modity prices (zinc, gold, cadmium, sulphur) because the quantity of production
was gepmdly  up.

The value of metals production increased 10.3 per cent to $647 million and
represents 58.8 per cent of the total value of solid mineral production; industrial
minerals increased 8.7 per cent to $52.9 million or 4.8 per cent of the total;
structural materials increased 11 per cent to $100.9 millions  or 9.2 per cent of the
total; and the value of coal sold and used decreased 5.8 per cent to $298.7 million
for 27.2 per cent of the total.

The growth and long-term trends of production of major metals are shown on
Figure 1-2. Lead and zinc production advanced sharply in the period 1920,. to
1943, thereafter starting a slow decline, a feature dependent principally on the
production history of the Sullivan mine. In contrast, copper production remained
at a modest level until the onset of major porphyry copper production in the late
sixties. Molybdenum, production also started its growth in this period, related
principally to mining of porphyry deposits. Precious metals are not shown but
their history in this period is principally one of byproduct origin related to the
production of major base metals. Detailed graphs of metal production are shown
in Chapter 3. Figure 1-2, however, shows the major metals were all up in 1976.

Copper continued to be the most valuable solid mineral and metal, increasing
in quantity by 2 per cent. Major world stockpiles made markets weak but, never-
theless, the price  of copper advanced steadily until mid-year and then dropped
significantly so that the average price for the year was $1.44 per kilogram, only
12.1 per cent above the very low price of 1975. However, with the increase of
quantity, the value of production increased 14 per cent  to $379.0 million.

Molybdenum markets continued strongly, the price advanced about 22 per
cent, and this metal overtook zinc once again to be the second metal in 1976.
Production increased 8 per cent so that the value of production was~up 32 per cent
to $94.1 million.

Ziic  production rose but the price dropped back significantly, due to de-
pressed markets, and zinc returned to thiid  place among the metals. Production
rose 7 per cent  but value dropped to $65.5 million.

For lead, the fourth metal, production increased 21 per cent over 1975 and
the price increased steadily in a strong market to 38 cents per kilogram for a 34-
per-cent increase in value to $32.8 million.

Production of gold and silver is chiefly dependent in the production of
copper and lead and zinc respectively. Production of these  metals was up but
the markets for precious metals were  relatively soft. The resulting interplay of
these  facets was that silver was the fifth and gold the sixth metal in value in 1976.
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Silver production advanced 22 per cent so that even with a drop in price the
total value advanced 6.5 per cent to $32.5 million or virtually  the same as lead.

Gold production rose 12 per cent but the price of gold fluctuated downward
so that the value was reduced 13 per cent to $21.8 million for the sixth place.

The price for iron concentrate was stable and the production was down
marginally so that the total value slipped slightly to $14.8 million.

COAL
Coal still ranked as the second most valuable mineral commodity after copper

in spite of the lengthy strikes at both of the major producing coal mines during
1976. The total coal shipped and used was 7.5 million tonnes with a mine value of
$298.7 million (1975-8.9 million tonnes valued at $317.1 million).

The production of most industrial minerals was down slightly, including
asbestos and sulphur. Gypsum and jade, however, were up signiiicantly as was
their price so that with the rise in the price of asbestos the total value of produ~
tion of industrial minerals was up 8.7 per cent to $52.9 million.

STRUCTURAL mIATeRIAf.s

Production of structural materials was up in some. cases and down  in others
but the value was generally up because of increased prices. The excepdon~was
rubble, riprap, and crushed rock, which were down significantly. In total the
value of production of structural materials was up 11.0 per cent to $100.9 million.

PROVINCIAL REVENUE FROM MINING COMPANIES

Direct revenue in 1975 to the Provincial Government derived from the m@ng
sector of the mineral industry is ~shown in Table 1-3. The amount for mineral
royalties shown is the amount collected after .adjustments  for 1975, etc. For coal
licences  and rentals the amount shown includes cash paid in lieu of work, some of
which may be refundable. The rentals and royalties on industrial mineral and
structural materials was collected by the Lands Service of the Ministry of the
Environment.

Table I-3-Revenue  for Mineral Resources
$

Claims _....  - . . .._.....-.....  . . .._....-....-  ~...~~  . . ..-....  ~_.~  . . . . . .._  ~...~...~.. 1 618 025.16

Coal licences and rentals collected ..-~  ..-  ~...~._.~~._.~...~~~.._ 569 376.00
Coal royalties _.-...~  . . .._  ~..._~_._~~  . . . . -._~  ~...~~  . . . .._..  . . . . .._ 2 502 201.78
Mineral land taxes __ .._.  .._..  -...~~._.~~  ._..  ~...~  -.._......  . . . . . . . .._._ 22 428 217.32
Mineral royalties on copper, gold, silver, molybdenum,

lead, zinc, cadmium, and iron .-.....  . . . . . . . .._........  ~._.~._ 14 094 284.00,
Mining taxes .~  _..........  -...-~  . .._. ~.._~...~  . . .._  .-._.....  ~...~~  .._...  ~_ 15 650 648.41
Rentals and royalties on industrial minerals and structural

materials (Lands Service) . . . . . . ..__..  .._..  ~_..~~  ._..  ._..  ~.. 694 634.48
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EXPENDITURES BY MINING COMPANIES

A 15

Major expenditures in 1976 by companies involved in exploration, develop-
ment, and mining of m&t&,  minerals, and coal were. as shown in Table l-4. A
major part of the capital and development cost was related to the Afton mine and
plant and coal developments in tbe Crowsnest C&field.  The total expend@res  in
1976 were up 5.2 per cent over 1975.

Table I-4-Expenditures (Mining Companies)

$ $
Capital expenditures ~~.~~  .._.... 94 868 964
Exploration and development .._........_....... 76 294 132

171 163 096
Mining operations (metals, minerals, coal) 382 378 963
Mining operations (structural materials) ..- 46 158 758
Repair expenditures .  .  .  .  .  ~~~-134 309 808

Total .__~--.._-  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 734 010 625

MINING AND TREATMENT
METAL MINES

Metal mining continued to be adversely affected by inflation in costs, including
fuel, machinery, and taxes; by generally low commodity prices; and by the depressed
w&d  market.-- O@lead a&molybdenum  showed much market strength in 1976.
In spite of this scenario, production increased in all major metals during the year
and the total value. of metals produced rose 10.3 per cent to $646.8 million.

In 1976, 59 mines produced an aggregate of 83 024 513 tonnes of ore, which
was concentrated or shipped directly to a smelter (see Table 3-13). Thii contrasts
with 66 mines in 1975 producing 80360807 tonnes. Fewer small mines were
producing in 1976 but aggregate tonnage increased 3.3 per cent. Of the 59 mines,
28 produced more than 1 000 tonnes and these  are shown on Figure 1-3 classified
as to geological type, and whether  open pit or underground. Tbiieen mines pro-
duced morti  than 1 million tonnes of ore in 1976 and in aggregate produced more
than 79.5 million tonnes or about 96 per cent c&the  total. Of these 13 larg<  mines,
only three are underground mines (Craigmont, Graiduc,  and Sullivan) and their
aggregate tonnage was only 5 204 010 or 6.3 per cent of the aggregate tonnage.
In regard to geological type, nine were mining porphyry deposits, two skam deposits,
one stratiform deposit, and one massive sulphide deposit. There were five inter-
mediate-sized mines operating in 1976 with tonnage produced between 1 million and
100 thousand tonnes. Of these, two were skam,  one porphyry, one massive sulphide,
and one stratiform.  Only one of these was an open-pit mine. There were 10 small
mines with  tonnages between 100 thousand tonnes and 1 thousand tonnes  per year,
all but one were vein deposits, and all but the same one (Dusty Mac) were under-
ground mines.

During the year one new mine, the Wqan mine of Nortbair Mines Ltd., came
into full production. This is a vein deposit in a volcanic setting near Brandywine
Fails which  produces gold-silver dross bars and lead and zinc concentrates. The
concentrate has a rated capacity of 426 tonnes per day. In addition, two former
small producing mines were reactivated, the Adii Ruffner  (Atlin  Silver.  Corpora-
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tion),  a lead-silver-zinc vein mine near Atlin and the Ottawa mine, a silver-lead-zinc
mine in the Slocan.

Two productive old, intermediate-sized mines closed during the year, tbe
Phoenix and tbe Texada. The Phoenix mine of Granby Mining Corporation near
Greenwood completed mining in October 1976 but will continue milliig  from their
low-grade stockpile. This copper skam mine produced as aa underground mine
continuously from 1900 to 1919 and then intermittently until it was reactivated as
an open-pit mine in 1959. The Texada mine also had an early lie as a small pro-
ducer, started as an open-pit mine in 1952, went underground in 1964, and continued
production until December 1976.

Concentrating
In 1976,27  concentrators at metal mines were in operation (see Table 3-12);

seven treated copper ore, three treated copper-iron ore, one treated tic-copp-er-
silver-lead ore, eleven ueated  lead-zinc-(silver) ore, three treated copper-molybde-
num ore, and two treated molybdenum ore.

Smelting, Refining, and Destination of Concentrates
Tbe only base-metal smelter in operation in the Province is the lead-zinc

smelter owned and operated bye Cominco  Ltd. in Trail. Concentrates of other
metals are mostly exported to smelters in diverse parts of the world, but mainly
Japan and the United States. However, molybdenum concentrates at Endako are
roasted to form molybdenum trioxide and are also processed to make ferro-
molybdenum.

The smelter at Trail received concentrates and scrap from a number of
sources--company mines within the Province (Sullivan and HB), outside the
Province (Pine Point), and custom sources both inside and outside the Province.
The smelter received 114 222 tonnes of lead concentrates and 174 742 tonnes of
zinc concentrates from the Sullivan and HB mines, and 11 309 tonnes of ,lead coo-
.centrates  and 3 912 tonnes of zinc concentrates from other British Columbia mbws.
The total value of concentrates, including byproduct metal, from British Columbia
treated at Trail was $112 667 994 or 17 per cent of metal production of the Province
in 1976.

Endako shipped products containing 6 766 374 kilograms of moly@denum.
Of this, 1 098 tonnes  was molybdenum concentrates, 9 771 tonnes was molybdenum
trioxide, and 288 tonnes was ferromolybdenum.

The proportions of the total metal production going to the various destinations
are not known  accurately but are approximately as follows: Smelted or treati. in-~-
British Columbia, $112.7 million (17.4 per cent); shipped to other parts of~Canada,
$43.1 million (6.6 per cent); exported to Japan, $282.9 million (43.7 per cent);
exported to the United States, $78.2 (12.1 per cent); exported to .Germany,
$6.2 million (1.0 per cent); other plus unattributed, $123.6 million (19.2.per cent).

Tbe destination of concentrates of the major metals is shown in Table 3-13. and
discussed following.

Copper concentrates produced in British Columbia were shipped to the follow-
ing destinations: Eastern Canada, 105 819 tonnes; the United States, 144 921
tomes; Japan, 668 347 tonnes; Germany, 13 378 tonnes; elsewhere, 37 787, tonnes.

Details of the disposition of molybdenum (14 008 686 kilograms~ valued at
$94 109 138) are not always  ascertainable but, from known sales, slightly ,over one
half of the total was shipped to Europe and about one third to Japan. The  balance
was disposed of to a multitude of countries.
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Some salient facts of coal production in 1976 are as follows:
c (1) About 90.7 per cent of raw coal produced in 1976 comes from sur-

face mining operations.
(2) About 90.5 per cent of clean coal produced in 1976 was metallurgi-

cal coal.
(3) Clean coal output was down 21.7~~~ cent to 7 498 369 tonnes in

1976 because of prolonged strikes at Kaiser and Fording.
(4) The value of coal sold and used decreased to $298 683 679, down

only 5.8 per cent from 1975.
(5) The.percentage of clean coal to raw ,coal remained at 74 per cent.
(6) CoaI sales to Japan were down 16.6 per cent but account for 87.2

per cent of the total sales. Canadian sales dropped 38.5 per cent
and coal used domestically in making coke dropped to 162 404
tonnes from 240 628 tonnes in 1.975; s

^
;~:,

MINE INSPECTION AND SAFETY

: In an endeavour to minimize. ‘personal injury, property damage, multiple
re.Wurce-use  dislocation, and insure optimum mineral resource recovery, the Inspec-
‘tion  and Engineering Division has the responsibility of enforcing, where pertinent,

“‘~ the observance of the Mines Regulation AC<  and Coal Mines Regulation Act by all
‘+ ” persons working in the mines in this Province. The Inspection and Engineering

“_~ Division rriaintained a Province-wide system of districts staffed by inspection and
rescue  personnel. Stat% of specialized personnel have also been established and
during the year additional staff was obtained to assist the specialists in their duties.

To ensure that the supervision of mines is knowledgeable in safe and accept-
able operating practices, certain supervisors and otticials  at mines require various
certificates of competency depending on their supervisory functions. For this
purpose Boards of Examiners have been appointed from the Inspection and
Engineering Division to conduct examinations and award certifications. In addi-
tion, ~miners’ certiticates,  coal miners’ certificates, and blasting certificates  are
issued by the District Inspectors.

During the year a minor number of amendments were made to the two Acts.
Two of the amendments were directed at improving safety practice and training
at both metal and coal-mining operations, another revised certain subsections of
the reclamation legislation in both Acts, while another was directed in particular
to the Mines Regzdation  Act to require more detail to be provided concerning in-
tended operating plans and procedures in the development of mining operations.
The Province continued to maintain its leadership in the design, development, and
installation of improved safety equipment on the large haulage vehicles, particularly
in the provision for adequate braking capabilities. The same thrust was also
directed to the installation of non&umnable hydraulic fluid systems on under-
ground equipment.

Monitoring of dust, ventilatron, and noise conditions continued at most mining
operations and, where the environmental conditions were found unsatisfactory,
orders were issued for their improvement. Subsequent surveys were made to ensure
compliance was being achieved. Audiometric testing of mine employees was con-
tinued at most operations. The test equipment and procedures being used at each
installation were monitored to ensure conformity.

Mine-rescue stations, manned by qualified staff  and fully supplied with rescue
equipment, were maintained at Fernie, Kamloops, Nanaimo, Nelson, Prince
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George, and Smithers. Each station had oi hand sn&ient  self-contained oxygen-
supplying breathing apparatus to maintain at least hvo  minerescue  teams of six.
men each. In addition, each station had auxiliary equipment such as Type N gas
masks, gas detectors, oxygen therapy units, and first-aid equipment. The Ministry
also had some equipment on loan to some -mining zompanies  to supplement their
own equipment.

A senior mine rescue co-ordinator in Victoria oversaw the training being:d&e
by the rescue co-ordinators  at the various rescue stations. The co-ordinat&  at
the stations made periodic visits to the mines in their areas to give or to assist  in
giving instruction in surface and underground mine-rescue training. They assisted
also in survival rescue and first-aid  training, and checked on all rescue equipment
at the mines to insure it was being well mai@ained and immediately available for
us at any time.

The four mine. safety associations sponsored jointly by the Ministry of Mines
and Petroleum Resources and the Workers’ Compensation Board continued with
their annual competitions in surface  and underground m&e-rescue.  and first-aid
events. They were as usual aided by mining companies, safety supervisors, mines
inspectors, mine rescue cc-ordinators, and in some instances; l~l’industry. The
winners of the local underground competitions met in ‘Nelson on June 19 for the
Provincial Underground Mine Rescue Competition. The HB mjne team of
Cominco  Ltd., captained by Barry Abbott, won  the trophy and went on to com-
pete in the Tenth Canadian Underground Mine Rescue finals in Victoria  on June
26 where they captured the Canadian Trophy.

The Provincial Surface Mine Rescue Competition was held’in N&On on June
19. at which competition the team from the Phoenix Copper Division ef..Gcanby
Mining Corporation, captained by N. Varabioff, won the Provincial Trophy.

Annual awards and trophies have been provided by various organizations in
recognition of deeds of bravely, rescue work, and for good safety records at mining
operations.

In 1976 there were no awards for either bravery or rescue work, but there
were several awards made for good safety records and are herewith detailed.

The John T. Ryan Safety trophies were established in 1941 by the Mine
Safety Appliance Co. of Canada Ltd. to promote safety in coal and metal mines
in Canada. Three Canadian and six regional trophies were established and their
administration was given to the Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy.
There were no awards made to British Columbia mines either in the coal or metal-
mining categoiies in 1976. Granduc mine, managed by Granduc Operating Com-
pany, had a lower accident rate than the regional award winning company but
had an insul&ient  number of hours worked to compete for the award.

In 1951 the West Kootenay Mine Safety Association donated a trophy to
promote safety in small mines, and in 1976 this trophy was again awarded to the
Horn Silver mine of Dankoe Mines Ltd.

In 1961 the Department of Mines and Petroleum Resources organized a
safety competition for the open-pit and quarry industry, and provided two trophies.
Since that time three categories of competition have been established, based on
amassed man-hours, and trophies or certificates of achievement awarded to mines
having the least number of compensable accidents in their respective categories.
In 1976, the A trophy was won jointly by seven operations, each having no com-
pensable or lost-time accidents. These were British Columbia Cement Company
Limited (Cobble Hill quarry), Canada Cement Lafarge Ltd. (Vananda quarry),
Construction Aggregates Ltd. (Hillside-Furry Creek &rries), Ideal Basic In-
dustries Limited (Vananda quarry), Imperial Limestone Limited (Vananda quarry),
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Jack Cewe Limited (Port Coquitlaui  gravel operation), and Lafarge Concrete
Ltd. (Surrey gravel operation).

Wesfrob Mines Limited’s operation at Tam won the B trophy with an acci-
dent frequency of 10.78 per million man-hours. In addition, Certificates of
Achievement were won by the following smaller operations having a full year of,~
accident-free operation: Blackham’s  Construction Ltd. (Abbotsford), Construc-
tin Aggregates Ltd. (Langley Division)+~!Ocean  Cement Northern Ltd. (Kam-
loops Division), and Plateau Construction Limited (Kamloops-Lafarge  quarry).

.,,”

RECLAMATION

In 1969 the Mines Regulation Acts and the Coal Mines Regulation Act were
amended to provide for the reclamation of the surface of lands dishlrbed by sur-
face mines. Inasmuch as the surface development at mining properties involves
the protection of pther resources, a Reclamation Committee, comprised of repre-
sentatives of the resource agenc@s  of, the Government, was formed with the Chief
Inspector as Chairman. This ,cOmmittee reviews all reclamation proposals before
the permits are submitted for Cabinet approval. The permits are issued only after
a performance bond has been posted.~ In 1976, 81 reclamation permits were
issued and 34 permits were approved for renewaL To date, a total of 368 permits
has been authorized &volving a total bonding of $4 393 940 on 16 440 hectares
of, land disturbed by mining operations.

Closely associated with reclamation of disturbed lands is the construction of
tailings impoundments and mine dumps, because in the ultimate stages of these
structures, revegetation will be necessary. In these projects where their size can
place them in the category of some of the largest man-made structures on earth,
property engineering design and construction are essential. It is therefore incun-
bent on the Inspection and Engineering Division to insure. these structures are
being designed and constructed in accordance with acceptable engineering prac-
tices.  In 1976, construction of the GL starter dam for Lornex Mining Corpora-
tion Ltd. began and when completed the total dam will be about 320  metres  long,
160 metres  high, and Will impound 1.8 billion tonnes of tailings.

MINING ROAD PROGRAM

The Inspection and J%gineering  Division super&es the mining road and
trail construction program authorized by the Department of Mines and Petroleum
Resources Act.’ In 1976, ~25 applications for such assistance were received of
which assistance was offered to 17 applicants with a total allocation of $838 304.
In addition, a total of $400 000 was spent to provide access from Dawson  Creek
to the Babcock coal area in the Northeast Coal study area, and $392 000 was ex-
pended to maintain, upgrade, and extend the Omineca Road from Mile 65 to
Moosevale Creek and from Germansen River to Tsayta Lake.

EXPLORATION

Although exploration for metals in 1976 remained at a relatively low level
compared to other yeam in the previous decade, for the first year since 1970 it
showed an increase over a previous year. The indices of metal explorati?n  in the
following table are mixed but many show upward trends, particularly total expen-
diture. and claims staked. These indicate a resurgence of exploration ~subsiantially
related to tbe search for uranium and maSsive  sulphide deposits.
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T a b l e  1 - S
1974 1975  ‘.

Exploration expenditure -- $25 400 000 $22 100’000
Claims recorded _..e 16 971 11751
Certificates of work - - - . - 48 071 39 403
Free miners’ certificates-

Individual ----_.--. 9 998 8 484
companies --.-..--- 700 562

T&l (m&es)  -.-.drilliig 192 935 92 802
Total geophysical surveys

(linekilometres)  .--.-- 6 989 4 835’

$27
19%
182 927
28 970
36 729

7 826
555

97 277

4 267

Pattern

The pattern of distribution of metals exploration on properties is grossly
similar to former years. The changes from the pattern in 1975 can be summarized
as follows: General increases in exploration in the East Kootenays (Invermere,
Cranbrook, Femie  areas) and to the north in Revelstoke to Clearwater area, partly
as a result of the discovery of’& Goldstream massive sulphide deposit. Increases
also occurred in the.  ‘Kelowna  to Rocky Creek area, as the search for uranium de
posits intensified. A modest increase alscY occurred in the.  north in ,tbe  Cassiar ~to
Kutcho Creek and Dease Lake areas, again partly as a result ~of,the  success of the
massive sulpbide deposits at Kutcho~ Creek and the Red-Chris porphyry deposits
near Eddontenajon.

Much of the rest of the Province continued as before but some decreases in
activity were evident in the Northern Rockies near Robb Lake; the Tatshensbioi
area, the Iskut-Stewart-Alice Arm area, and the Sustut,  Cariboo,  Northern Van-
couver Island, and Bridge River to Alta Lake areas.

Reconnaissance exploration activity was clearly up by an unmeasured amount,
much of it directed to the search for secondary uranium deposits or massive sul-
phides in the Omineca Belt.

Major Exploration Activity

Major exploration activity at properties not in production, defined & programs
of greater than 3 000 m&es  of drilling or 300 metres  of underground development,
occurred at seven properties, the same number as in 1975. The following pro-
grams exceeded the criteria:

PAT , GCILD.~TREAM  (Noranda Exploration Company Limited), 92M/9W-
north of Revelstoke, a bedded copper-zinc massive sulphide deposit,
3 000 m&es  of underground drilliig,  1 200 n@res of development.

SHEBA,  JOY (Sheba Copper Mines Ltd.),~  921/7W-Highland  Valley, a por-
phyry copper-molybdenum prospect, 3 130 mews  of drilling.

IRON MASK, DM, NORMA (Canadian Superior Exploration Liited), ,921/9W
-Iron Mask batholith near Kamloops and the Afton mine, a syenitic~
porphyry copper prospect, 4 010 m&es  of drilling.

POPLAR (Utah Mines Ltd.), 93L/2W;  93E/15W-60 kilometres south of
Houston, a porphyry copper prospect, 4 334 metres  of drilling. :

HAB,  BUY (Stikine Copper Limited), 104G/3W--Galore  Creek, 160 kilom-
&es  northwest of Stewart, a major syeoitic  porphyry copper prospect,
5 233 metres  of drilling.
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JEFF, Bow, KRIS,  PY (Imperial Oil Limited), 104I/lW-Kutcho Creek, 130
kilometres cast of Dease Lake, bedded, massive copper-zinc sulphide
prospect, 3 $33 m&es  of drilling.

SMRB (Sumac Mines Ltd.), 1041/1W-Kutcho  Creek, 130 kilometres east
of Dease Lake and adjacent to Jeff, Bow, Kris, Py, 3 260 metres  of
drilling.

RED, CHRIS (Texasgulf  Ioc.), 104H/12W-near Eddontenajon  Lake, a par-
phyry  copper-gold prospect, about 3 000 m&es  of drilling (just short
of the criteria).

Development and Feasibility Studies
During 1976 development work continued at two properties and ,feasibility

studies continued at a number of others witbout decisive results. Warmao mine
of Nortbair  Mines Ltd. came into production in March 1976 and construction of
the Afton mine and plant pro&xdcd on schedule toward production in late 1977.

Feasibility studies continued at Sam Goosly and Chappelle,  and were initiated
at Goldstream and Rexspar: Early in 1976, Noranda~Exploration  Company,
Limited announced that the Goldstream deposit had rcsenres  of 2.9 million tonnes
with an average grade of 4.49 per cent copper, 3.24 per cent zinc, and 28.33 ppm
of silver. No announcement was made of intentions. Drilling and feasibility
studies on the Rexspar property north of Kamloops  continued io 1976 with a de-
cision to proceed to production partly dependent on nccess;uy  permits in regard
to environmental aspects. Reserves are stated .to  be in the order of 1.45 million
tonnes of better than 0.07s per cent U308.

Non-metallic Commodities
Exploration activity related to non-metallic mioerals in 1976 was maintained

at a moderate level similar to 1975.
The major exploration projects were  related to jade, magnesite,  and phosphate.
Development of jade properties continued in the Marshall Creek area north-

west of Lillooet,  the Mount Ogden area north of Takla  Lake, and the Proveocher
Lake area of northern British Columbia.

Baymag Mines continued their investigation of the.  ROK magnesite deposit
near Mount Brossilof,  northeast of Radium Ho,tsprings.

Cominco conducted some exploration diamond drilling for phosphate on their
Grave Lake property in the Elk River valley.

COAL

Distribution of Coalfields

The principal coal resources of the Province occur in comparatively oarrow
linear  belts within the intermontane basins of the East Kootenay area (the Crows-
nest Coalfield) and the inner foothills region of northeastern British Columbia (the
Peace River Coalfield). These deposits of slate  Jurassic to Early Cretaccoqs  age
contain major reserves  of medium to low-volatile bituminous coal, generally suit-
able for the.  production of metallurgical coke.

In addition to the above-described mountain  coals, local deposits of lignite,
sub-bituminous, high-volatile bituminous, and semi-anthracite coals, of Late Cre-
taceous  and Tertiary age, occur  in widely scattered areas of British Columbia. Size
and economic potential of most of these,  including possible reserves in the former
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coal-mining areas of Vancouver Island, are comparatively small, although they are
of potential value for base-load power development as energy costs continue to
increase. An exception to the foregoing is the Hat Creek property, which  is a
Tertiary lignite of limited area1 extent but of remarkable thickness.

Explora t ion

Exploration and development in these  settings have been intense for the last
three years. Exploration rose.  to a peak in 1975 of $13 013 350 on undeclared
mines and $1 million on declared mines. In 1976 this fell very marginally to
$12 913 162 on undeclared mines and $693 000 on declared mines  (see Table
3-5). The moratorium on issuance of new coal licences  was continued except
for seven issued to Quintette Coal Ltd. to consolidate their existing holdings. This
exploration was conlined to 1 090 coal licences  covering 248 992 hectares, exclud-
ing the land held by freehold.

Exploration in 1976 was intense at all the producing mines of the Crowsnest
Coabield  during the year with  Kaiser drilling 6 553 metres on Natal Ridge, Ford-
ing drilling 3 000 metres of diamond and 84 000 m&es  of rotary, Coleman drilling
3 598 metres at Tent Mountain, and Byron Creek drilling 1 608 metres. Many of
the other major properties in the Crowsnest  Coalfield have completed their drill
programs and are in tbe process of getting necessary permits and sales contracts.
However, Elw  Mining Ltd. carried out a major program of drilling (6 790 metres
of diamond, 310 metres of rotary) as well as bulk sampling.

In the Peace River Coalfield exploration programs are not generally as ad-
vanced and very active drilling is still under way. Major projects (3 000 metres
of drilling or 300 metres of underground development) were carried out at the
following properties, listed from south to north:

SAXON (D.&son Coal Limited), 931/8-adjacent  to Alberta boundary 4 421
metres, four adits.

BELCOURT-MONKMAN (Canadian Superior oil Limited), 931/S,  10, 15-
from gnuseo  Creek to Belcourt River, 3 344 metres.

QUINTETTE (D&son  Coal Limited), 931/14,  93P/3-Kinuseo Creek to
Bulbnoose Creek, 4 102 metres, three adits with  222 m&es  combined.

BULLMOOSE-CHAMBERLAIN (Teck Corporation Ltd.), 93P/3,  4-Bullmoose
Mountain, 3 846 me&s,  two adits  with 100 m&es  combined.

CARBON CREEK (Utah Mines Ltd.), 930/15,  94B/2-soutb of Williston
Lake, 3 288 m&es  of diamond drilling, 6 300 metres of rotary drilling,
six adits with 515 metres combined.

In the other coallields the only major program was at Hat Creek, 24 kilo-
metres west-northwest of Ashcroft, where British Columbia Hydra and Power
Authority drilled 89 diamond-drill holes with an aggregate depth of 20 422 metres
and a IO&tonne sample was produced by auger holes.

Late in 1976, B P Exploration Canada Limited acquired the underground
rights in the Sukunka-Coalition  coal properties formerly held by Brameda Re-
sources Ltd. Teck  Corporation Ltd. retained the surface rights in the Bullmoose-
Chamberlain area.
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THE PETROLEUM AND  NATURAL GAS INDUSTRY IN 1976
by

A. G. T. WEAVER and W. L. bXXAM

A substantial rewvery  of most activities r&ted to the petroleum industry in
the Province was  made in 1976 due primarily to substantial gas price increases
introdud in (ktober 1975. For three consecutive years steady decreases had
been recorded in ba&  the drilling and production operations. However, except
for the continuing  decline in gas production due to normal depletion, this downward
trend was reversed in 1976.

DRILLING

Footage  drilled and total wells completed increased over 120 per cent corn-
pared to 1975. During the year, 184 wells were. completed and 928 776 feet were
drilled in comparison to 81 wells and 421 547 feet. The footage made at develop-
ment locations more  than tripled, while exploratory footage was nearly double.
Successful wds similarly increased from 2 to 13 oil completions and from 31 to 95
gas unnpletions. There were 71 well locations abandoned compared to 44 in 1975.

All of the drilling activity, which was again limited to the northeastern corner
of the Province,  was accomplished by 52 individual drilling rigs owned by 18 con-
tractors and employed by 51 different oil companies.

During 1976, industry  experienced ConSiderable  success in stimulating shallow
Cretaceous  gas wells utilizing both  the gelled condensate frac  and alcoholic foam
frac. Resultant flow rates from wells stimulated in this manner  have been so
encouraging that these techniques have gained industry acceptance.

One major blow out and resultant lire.  occurred during 1976 at a well located
in 1 l-26-84-23. This well was being completed for production when the blow out
occurred. The gas flow was estimated at between 5 and 10 MMSCP/D  and con-
tinued fairly steady for about three and onehalf  days, blowing sweet gas up through
the drilling  rig derrick. Adair  well control specialists were called in and, while
attempting to save the drilling rig and other ancillary equipment, the well caught
6re  presumably from truck exhaust. At this point all efforts were then concentrated
toward  killing and closing in the well. It took nine days to finally  close. in the well
and during this time section personnel continuously monitored events at the well
site.

During 1976 a major recompletion and testing $&rn  was undertaken ih
the Grizzly Valley area. Seven wells were. selected for recompletion, stimulation,
and subsequent testing. This project continued for three and one-half months and
during that period section personnel were continuously involved in all aspects of
the field work.

PRODUCTION

An abrupt reversal in the annual oil production was noted for 1976, although
the gas production continued to decline. The oil production increased 5 per cent
to 14 890 811 barrels or an average of 40 797 barrels a day. Anuual  gas produc-
tion decreased 4 per cent to 372 565 267 MCF.

The largest producing oil fields were Boundary Lake, 6 919 634 barrels;
Peejay,  1 725 748 barrels; Inga, 1 669 051 barrels, and Milligan  Creek, 1 079 651
barrels. The Clarke Lake field produced the largest gas volume, 80 226 278 MCF,
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which was followed by Yoyo, 71 640 639 MCF; Sierra, 31582 013 MCF; and
Laprise Creek, 20 583 020 MCF. Of the eight oil and gas fields mentioned only
Inga and Yoyo produced greater annual volumes than in 1975.

Two operational procedures involving water continued throughout the year.
Waterflood operations to aid the efficiency of oil recovery were used in 10 producing
pools in the Province. A total of 35 950 531 barrels, including both fresh and
formation water, was injected into 150 water-injection wells. Disposal of salt-water
lproduced with petroleum and natural gas was accomplished by injection into sub-
surface formations, preferably the formation from which the water originated.
During 1976, there were 8 588 798 barrels injected into 28 disposal wells and
19 985 barrels put into evaporation pits. Six applications to convert wells to salt-
water disposal service were approved in Fort St. John, Gundy Creek, Helmet (2),
Sierra, and Tsea fields.

An application for 320-acre spacing in the Baldonnel  gas pool in Laprise
Creek Field was denied following an objection from one of the operators. The
Branch felt that it would be improper to permit one operator to drill on 320-acre
spacing at his location boundary if the offsetting operator did not wish to do so
but would be forced to follow suit to prevent drainage. Three applications for
320-acre spacing for oil wells were approved.

Five applications for concurrent depletion of oil column and gas cap were
received for the Aitken Creek Gething pool, Boundary Lake Dunlevy B pool, Cecil
Lake North Pine A pool, Peejay North Halfway project, and Peejay West Halfway
pool. These  were all approved in principle but were subject to certain conditions.
At year-end only the Peejay North Halfway project was producing concurrently.
The Aitken Creek application for concurrent depletion was supported by a model
study with predictions of the performance of the reservoir under the present pro-
duction method, with several offtake  rates from the gas cap and under waterflood.
The Branch approved the application on the basis that the present worth of
increased energy production from the reservoir was beneficial to the Province.

Consideration is being given to the utilization of the Aitken Creek gas cap as
a ‘gas storage reservoir. Gas would be taken from the Westcoast main line
during the low demand months and stored in the gas cap; during the high demand
months gas would be taken from the gas cap and returned to the main line. During
the year a program of testing wells in the A&ken Creek gas cap to determine pro-
ductivity and injectivity was carried out by the operator.

Major changes in production facilities made during 1976 included the exten-
sion of the Inland Natural Gas pipeline system in southern British Columbia, the
connection of the gas pipeline to the Helmet area, and the commencement of
sulphur extraction at the Fort Nelson plant.

EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT

An aggressive exploratory drilling program heavily committed to the general
Fort St. John area and to a lesser extent north of Fort Nelson resulted in 11 New
Pool oil discoveries and 3 1 New Pool gas discoveries for an over-all~success  ratio of
45 per cent. None of the 42 completions were given major discovery status.

Most of the oil discoveries were made within the Triassic Charlie Lake Fo&-
tion in stratigraphic sand developments of limited thickness and area1 extent. AI1
of the New Pool oil discoveries were encountered within the Fort St. John area and
are considered to be relatively insignificant in terms of new reserve potential.

Approximately two thirds of the New Pool gas discoveries were made in
Mesozoic rock sequences of the Fort St. John area. With the exception of the Half-
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way Formation most of the discovered gas offered small appreciable rese.rve
potential. However, the continuous sandstone phase of the Halfway Formation
located west of the Peejay-Beatton  River oil trend registered several encouraging gas
completions during the year: These commercial gas accumulations were encam-
tered in relatively thick sandstone sequences associated with narrow structural folds.

A number of New Pool discoveries of interest were completed to the northeast
of Fort Nelson. The Quintana HBOG Roger a-30-A/94-&15  well encountered a
Middle Devonian gas-bearing pinnacle reef a few miles to the north of the Clarke
Lake facies front. The reservoir rock and accumulation is comparable to the pm-
ducing  intervals of the Yoyo and Sierra gas pools. Mobil Sahtaneh d-86-J/94-1-12
located midway between the Clarke Lake and Sierra fields penetrated a substantial
thickness of Slave Point gas-bearing section. The gas accumulation of the Sahtaneh
well is associated with a reefal front which would appear to offer excellent prospects
of extension type drilling. A minor amount of new gas was encountered in the
Upper Devonian Jean Marie carbonates of several wells witbin the general Helmet
area.

Development drilling activity which more than doubled over the previous years
drilling had a success ratio of 64 per cent. Most of the development drilling took
place within the general Fort St. John area with successful gas extensions to a
number of established pools and the more recently discovered Town Halfway and
Buick Creek West Bluesky gas pools. Development activity in the northern area
included extension drilling at Helmet and Kotcho and deliverability drilling in the
Clarke Lake, Yoyo, and Sierra gas fields.

The volume of geophysical industry activity increased almost four-fold over
the previous year. Most of this  activity was centred  in tbe Middle Devonian Reef
areas near Fort Nelson with a minor amount being in the Cretaceous  and Triassic
plays further south nears Fort St. John and Dawson  Creek. A total of 84 projects
was approved during the year.

Table I-6-02  Discoveries, 1976

I I I
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Table I-7-Ga.s Discoveries, 1976

LAND DISPOSITIONS

was a result of a very considerable increase in activity and interest in explore-
tion and development, revenues to the Crown for fees, rents, and bonuses were up
227 per cent to $57 426 007. The fees and rents were up slightly but the major
increase of 339 per cent to $43 226 441 was recorded in the Crown reserve dis-
position bonuses paid to explore and develop resources. AU three categoties, i.e.,
permits, leases, and drilling reservations, were  up sharply both in totals received and
in prices paid per acre.
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HISTORY AND FORMATIONS

The Department of Mines was cre$ed  in 1874. Before that time, mining laws
were administered by the Provincial Secretary’s Department, to a great extent
through the Gold Commissioners, the first of whom was appointed in 1858. As the
Province grew, and mining increased in importance and diversity, the Bureau of
Mines was formed as a technical division within the Department. Composed of
professional men under the  direction of a Provincial Mineralogist, the Bureau lasted
from 1896 to 1934, when it was succeeded by the.Mineralogical Branch. In 1953,
tbe Department took over from the Department of Lands the administration of the
Petroleum and Natural Gar Act and the Coal Act. The Department of Mines
became the  Department of Mines and Petroleum Resources in 1960, and then the
Ministry of Mines and Petroleum Resources in October 1976.

The Ministry administers  the laws and regulations governing the entire mineral
industry, which is second only to tbe forest industry in terms of gross value. The
value of production was over $1.5 billion, while that of the forest industry was $4.3
billion. However, the annual revenue of approximately $141 million generated by
the Ministry is about double the revenue of the Ministry of Forests.

The Ministry provides technical servictis  that are intended particularly to aid
in the orderly development of tbe Province’s natural resources of metals, minerals,
coal, petroleum, and natural gas. These services include geological mapping and
research investigations; aid to prospectors; financial aid in the construction of mining
roads; advice to small operators; information to the public; determination of rocks
and minerals; promotion of safety in all operations; general betterment of working
conditions; encouragement of exploration, development, and conservation; and
maintenance of records. These services are provided in order that new deposits and
fields may be found to maintain the industry and in order that the known deposits
and fields may be worked to the best advantage of the ProVince.

LEGISLATION

During the Session of the Legislature in 1976, four Acts directly affecting the
mineral and petroleum industries were passed. These were Bill 21, Prospectors
Assistance Amendment Act, 1976; Bill 25, Petroleum and Natural Gas (1965)
Amendmeni  Act, 1976; Bill 30, Mineral Anwwiment  Act, 1976; and Bill 57,
Mineral Resource Tax  Act. In addition, Bill 53, Municipal Amenment  Act, 1976
and Bill 54, Energy Amendmem  Act, 1976 had some impact on mineral resources.

The Prospectors Assistance Act was amended to eliminate the  first rights  of
the Government to purchase; lease, or option properties discovered on the program
and to emphasize training of prospectors;

The Petroleum and Natural Gas Act, 1965 was amended to clarify some. sec-
tions and correct certain dit%rences  in Part III concerning entry, mediation, and
arbitration.

The Mineral Act was amended in regard to the conditions under which min’e;al
claim owners can bring mines into production. The principal amendments in this
regard are the following:

(1) The right of the free miner to mine his mineral claim is given by an
amendment to section 12.
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(2) For major production a mining lease is required, which must be
certified in production. This certilication~  requires the submission of
technical reports to the Chief Gold Commissioner, payment of a
prescribed fee, and compliance with sections 10 and 11 of the Mines
Regulation Act,  which relate to approval by the Mining Inspector
and approval of reclamation plans.

(3) Limited production may take place on a mineral claim provided
certain technical reports are submitted, a prescribed fee has been
paid, and the free miner complies with sections 10 and 11 of the
Mines Regulation Act.

(4) Suspension of a lease at the discretion of the Minister of cancellation
by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council has been removed.

The Mineral Remme  Tax Act imposes a 17M-per-cent tax on the net income
from the operation of a mine producing minerals as defined in the Mineral Act.
ThB Act also

(1) repeals the Mineral Royalties Act as of January 1, 1977, and abol-
ishes the incremental royalty from April l,, 1976;

(2) amends the Mining Tax Act to make it no longer applicable to
minerals to which this Act applies. Coal, sand, gravel, and certain
industrial minerals will remain subject to the Mining Tax Act;

(3) amends the Mineral Land  Tar Act to allow the forgiveness of the
section 4 tax on land used ,for agricultural purposes;

(4) amends the Income Tax Act to disallow the resource allowance and
the deduction from income of 1976 royalties assessed under the
Mineral Royalties Act.

The new tax is effective at the beginning of the fiscal year of operation starting
in 1976.

ORGANIZATION

The organization of the Ministry continued to evolve in 1976, mostly early in
the year. Firstly, a management committee was created on January 6, 1976, con-
sisting of the two Associate Deputy Ministers, James T. Fyles  and John D. Lineham.
At the same time, Operations Branch, created in 1975, was discontinued and its
components redistributed. Basically administrative components and Mineral Rev-
enue Division reported directly to the management committee; Mineral Development
Division became Economics and Planning Division, Mineral Resources Branch;
Prospectors’ Assistance was transferred to Geological Division, Mineral Resources
Branch; and Roads and Trails returned to Inspection and Engineering Division,
Mineral Resources Branch. The  Public Information function was dispersed; Library
and Publications reported to committees.

Dr. Fyles was appointed Deputy Minister by the Honourable  T. M. Waterland
on January 16, 1976, but:otherwise the organization continued similarly as shotin
on the accompanying chart-applicable on December 31, 1976.
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APPOINTMENTS
The Honourable  T. M. Waterland, who was appointed Minister of Forests as

well as of Mines and Petroleum Resources in December 1975, relinquished the
latter portfolio on October 29, 1976. The Honourable  James R. Chabot was
appointed Minister of Mines and Petroleum Resources at that time.

Dr. James T. Fyles was appointed Deputy Mister on January 16, 1976.
Dr. E. W. Grove, Senior Geologist of Applied Geology Section,Mineral  Resources
Branch, was also appointed Director of Prospectors’ ASsistawe on January 9, 1976.

BRANCH  ACTIVITY
The organization, function, staff, and activities of the major components of

the Ministry are reviewed.

MINERAL RESOURCES BRANCH

The Mineral Resources Branch, under the direction of Deputy Minister James
T. Fyles,  consisted of four divisionsInspection  and Engineering, Geological, Titles,
and Economics and Planning.

INSPECTION AND ENGINEERING  DIVISION

Inspectors stationed at the following listed locations inspected coal mines,
metal mines, and quarries. They also examined prospects, mining properties, roads
and trails, and carried out special investigations under the Mineral Acf. The Envi-
ronmental Control Inspectors, supervised by S. Elias, conducted dust, ventilation,
and noise surveys at all mines and quarries and, where necessary, made recommen-
datians to improve environmental conditions. P. E. Olson supervised the roads and
trails program. J. D. McDonald administered the reclamation sections of the Coal
Mines Regulation Act and the Mines Regulation Act. A. R. C. James, Senior
Inspector, Coal, had additional duties as mining adviser to the Securities Commis-
sion. Mine-rescue training is completed under the dir+ion of the Co-ordinators,
Rescue Training, for the areas in which their stations are located.

staff

J . W. Peck, Chief Inspector of Mines ..- .._.................  ~_..~  ~~~~~~~~~~~.~~~.~~. Victoria
I. E. Merrett, Deputy Chief Inspector of Mines ~l..-.~ Victoria
A. R. C. James, Senior Inspector of Mines; Aid to Securities ~_.~  ~- Victoria
V. E. Dawson, Senior Inspector of Mines, Electrical-Mechani@  .~ -.. Victoria
J. Cartwright, Inspector of Mines, Electrical ~~~-~~~~~~.-- Victoria
P. E. Olson, Senior Inspector, Mining Roads ~~~~.~~..~~~..-...i  - Victoria
J . D. McDonald, Senior Inspector, Reclamation _..~~~~~~~~~~~-~~  - Victoria
D. M. Galbraitb, Inspector, Reclamation .._.........  ._....._  _~.~~~~...~~ Victoria
S. Elias, Senior Inspector, Environmental Control . .._.......__.  ~~_.~~ Vancouver
G. V. Lewis, Inspector, Environmental Control ._...._.....__..  ~~~~~-...-.  Vancouver
N. D. Birkenbead, Technician, Environmental C o n t r o l  --...-  _...... Vancouver
J. W. Robinson, Inspector and Resident Engineer ~~~~~~~~~..~.-  - Vancouver



staff chaqes
In February, Gordon V. Lewis resigned from the staff of the Environmental

Control Section, and R. W. Lewis resigned from the Inspection staff in April.
T. H. Robertson, Co-ordiiator, Rescue Training, retired in August. In December
1975, T. M. Waterland was elected as member of the Provincial Government and
was appointed Mister of Mines and Petroleum Resources, and Mister of Forests,
in 1976.

On R. W. Lewis’ resignation from the Femie office he was replaced by D. I: R.
Henderson on transfer from Prince George. L. H. Kocich was appointed Inspector
and Resident Engineer in November in Prince George.

B. M. Dudas transferred from Prince Rupert to the Kamloops office in October
to 6ll the Inspector and Resident Engineer’s vacancy caused by the leave of absence
granted to T. M. Waterland.
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GEOL~ICAL  DIVISION

Objectives
The objectives of the Geological Division are to provide accurate and current

information on the quantity and distribution of mineral and coal deposits of the
Province for Government and industry, to provide maps and other data, ideas, and
interpretations useful in the search for these deposits, and to assist in the orderly
exploration, development, and use of these resources.

Organization and Function
To carry out these objectives, the Division is organized into four sections,

under the over-all direction of Dr. A. Sutherland Brown. The Division is domin-
antly oriented to geological mapping and field studies but also carries on signifi-
cant office studies. The roles of the various sections are as follows:

Project Geology, under Dr. N. C. Carter, is a field-oriented section with 11
geologists concerned principally with geological mapping of areas of high  and
moderate mineral and coal potential, and studies of the deposits in these areas.
Such projects in the past have contributed to increased exploration and the dis-
covery of additional resources. The emphasis in the past has been on metal de-
posits, but geologists in the section are currently making  significant contributions
in regard to the coal program.

Applied Geology, under Dr. E. W. Grove, is a field-oriented section of six
geologists concerned with monitoring the.  activity of the exploration and mining
industry, evaluating~ mines and prospects for several pu~@oses, and with helping
small operators, prospectors, and exploration geologists. The section was therefore
highly involved in the Prospectors’ Assistance Program and related training of pros-
pectors. The District Geologists, resident in Smithers,  Prince George, Kamloops,
and Nelson, also represent the Ministry on many intergovernmental committees.

Resource Data, under Dr. J. A. Gamett, is an office-oriented section of five
geologists concerned principally with the gathering, compilation, and computeriza-
tion of data relating to the mineral resources of the Province, and also with inter-
pretations of this data for various integrated land use studies and other  special
projects.

Analytical Laboratory, under Dr. W. M. Johnson, has a professional and
technical staff of nine. The laboratory provides a full service of analyses of rocks
and assays of metals in significant and trace amounts of samples submitted by
Ministry geologists and engineers, prospectors under the Prospectors Assistance
Act and other prospectors, and by other ministries of the Government.

sjaff
The professional stat? of the Division on December 31, 1976, was as follows:

A. Sutherland Brown, Ph.D., P.Eng. _._.--.-.--- -.-Chief Geologist
N. C. Carter, Ph.D., P.Eng. __-.-_---__.-- -Senior Geologist
J . A. Gamett, Ph.D.,~P.Eng. .  .  .  .  - - - - - - - - -  - - - - S e n i o r Geologists
E. W. Grove, Ph.D., P.Eng. ~.--.~~---- --_.. -.- .-.. Senior Geologist
W. M. Johnson, Ph.D. --.-- .-.-_ ---------Chief Analyst
P. F. Ralph, L.R.I.C. .-__._.-__  i-- ---_ ---Deputy  Chief Analyst
P. A. Christopher, Ph.D., P.Eng. -_-.--_.--.--___- . . . .._  Geologist
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B. N. Church, Ph.D., P.Eng. ________________________________________------- - ____ Geologist
G. E. P. Eastwood, Ph.D., P.Eng. ________________________________________---. Geologist
R. D. Gilchrist, B.Sc. ________________________________________---- __ _______________. Geologist
T. Hiiy, Ph.D., P.Eng. --________--.__________________________ - ________.______________ Geologist
E. V. Jackson, B.Sc.,  P.Eng. ___________________________ - ________________________ Geologist
W. D. McCartney, Ph.D., P.Eng. __________ - _________-_  - _________________ ----Geologist
W. J. Mchjillan,  Ph.D., P.Eng. ________________-_______________________-------.  Geologist
K. E. Northcote, Ph.D., P.Eng. ________________________r_______________-----  Geologist
A. Panteleyev, Ph.D., P.Eng. _-____________________________ - _______________ :--Geologist
D. E. Pearson, Ph.D., P.Eng. ______________________ - ________________ -_-_-  ________ Geologist
V. A. Preto, Ph.D., P.Eng. _____ - ____________________________ -- ___________________ -Geologist
A. F. Shepherd, B.A.Sc.,  P.Eng. ___- ________________________________________---. Geologist
G. G. Addie, MSc., P.Eng.  ___________ - _________________ District Geologist, Nelson
G. H. Klein, B.A.Sc.,  P.Eng. __._____________ District Geologist, Prince George
T. G. Schroeter,  M.Sc. _--.______________________________ District Geologist, Smithers
G. P. E. White, B.Sc.,  P.Eng. ___________ - _______ District Geologist, Kamloops
G. L. James _-________________-.____________________-- _ _______ Systems Analyst (Geology)
Rosalyn J. Moir _____________________________________ - ____________________.. Assistant Editor
J. L. Armitage _______.__________________ c .____________._._________________ Chief Draughtsman
R. E. Player ________________________________________--- -_-Lapidary and Photographer
N. G. Colvin ________________._______________________-- - _______________ Laboratory Scientist
R. J. Hibberson, B.Sc. ________________________________________------ Laboratory Scientist
B. Bhagwanani, B.Sc. ___________________ - __________________________ Laboratory Scientist
Miss V. V. Vilkos, Ph.D. - ______________________________________ Laboratory Scientist
M. A . Chaudhry _____ - _____________________ - ______ - _______________ Laboratory Technician
F. F. Karpick ___________ -_-  __.______________________________ - _________________________ Assayer
L. E. Sheppard ______________ -__- ______ - ____________________ ---Laboratory Technician

The Ministry also has contracted for the services of A. H. Matheson, B.Sc.,
to supervise the coal inventory and prepare Mineral Deposit/Land Use maps.

Staff  Changes

During the year, three geologists resigned or retired and no replacements
were made.

J. W. McCammon retired after 28 years with the Ministry as a specialist in
industrial minerals and structural materials. During that time he had been re-
sponsible for inventory and had been author or co-author of bulletins on “Clay
and Shale Deposits of British Columbia,” “Calcareous Deposits of Southwestern
British Columbia,” and “Surficial Geology and Sand and Gravel Deposits of the
Sunshine Coast, Powell River, and Campbell River Areas.”

Judith Winsby  resigned as Research Ofiicer  (Geology) after four years with
the Ministry.

A. F. Bowman resigned as geomathematician after two years with the Ministry.
A. F. Shepherd was transferred, January 11, from the Administrative Services

Division, Operations Branch. His new duties with the Applied Geology Section
as ‘Assistant Director, Prospectors’ Assistance, involved prospectors’ grants, pros-
pectors’ training programs, and co-ordination of Ministry-sponsored geology
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courses throughout the Province. He has continued his geological information
services to the public, prospectors, and industry.

R. J. Moir was transferred from the Administrative Services Division, Oper-
ations Branch, to the Publications Section.

Review of Work in 1976

Project Geology-The highlights -in the year included the extension of field
mapping programs in the Peace River Coalfield as well as Crpwsnest  Coalfield;
extension of mapping related to massive sulphide deposits in the Omineca Belt, and
start of the intensive uranium program of field mapping as well as initiation of the
Federal-Provincial Uranium Reconnaissance Program of geochemistry.

An outline of major field projects was as follows:
P. A. Christopher started study of secondary uranium deposits in the Kelowna

area.
B. N. Church completed studies in the Greenwood area.
G. E. P. Eastwood continued review of mineral deposits on Vancouver Island.
T. Hiiy continued studies in the East Kootenays in regard to lead-zinc strati-

form deposits and the structure and stratigraphy relative to Goldstream and other
massive sulphide deposits.

W. .I.  McMillan reviewed porphyry and other deposits in the Taseko Lakes
area.

K. E. Northcote continued with his studies of the Iron Mask batholith and
its copper deposits.

V. A. Preto concluded his studies of the Nicola volcanic rocks and mineral
deposits.

A. Punteleyev  continued his studies of structure and stratigraphy and massive
sulphide deposits at Kutcho Creek and the Red-Chris and Galore Creek porphyry
deposits.

Coal Program

D. E. Pearson started detailed study of the coal beds and measures in the
southern Crowsnest Coalfield.

R. D. Gilchrist started 1:50 000 scale mapping in the southern part of the
Peace River Coalfield.

Prof. D. McL. Duje[  continued his correlation studies, this year in the Peace
River Coalfield.

In addition, a number of thesis projects were sponsored.
Resource Data-This section continued its former program but augmented it

in two ways. Firstly, coal files were consolidated under the supervision of A. H.
Matheson as the coal inventory. Secondly, the MINDEP computer file of over
8 OQO mineral occurrences, that had been developed over a four-year period by the
Department of Geological Sciences, University of British Columbia, in co-operation
with the Geological Division and with Provincial, Federal, and industry support,
became operational on the Government computer facility at Victoria. Updating
and expansion of this file is now the responsibility of the section.
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Applied Geology-This section became responsible for the Prospectors’ Assis-
tance Program in addition to its previous program related to aiding and monitoring
exploration by district offices. New policy emphasized prospector training but
continued a program of grants to prospectors on proof of competency and within
limits of the budget. In addition, district geologists were involved in short-term but
detailed field studies at a large number of properties within their areas.

Analytical Laboratory-The Analytical Laboratory had a productive year in
terms of output and method improvement. In addition, a satellite terminal con-
nected to the Government Honeywell computer system was installed which improved
the turn-around time. for the data treatment of our total silicate analysis from three
weeks to one day. The ‘Laboratory purchased a double-beam IL 351 atomic
absorption spectrometer with’  background correction capabilities and this has
significantly improved our ability to do trace element analyses on rock and silt
samples. We also received a new U-Th analysis system based on a NaI detector
and multi-channel analyser.

W. M. Johnson spent March and April in the Geological Survey of Canada
Laboratories in Ottawa on educational leave. He visited many other laboratories
while he was there, including the U.S.G.S. facilities in Reston,  Virginia, N.R.C.,
A.E,C., and Bondar Clegg.

Paul Ralph attended a very informative seminar on the computerization of
analytical instruments held in Ottawa in November.

M. A. Chaudhry went to New York for a two-week course on X-ray diffraction
at the end of August.

The Analytical Laboratory hosted an X-ray School and Workshop run by
Philips in May. There .were  18 registrants, including three persons from our
laboratory who attended (B. Bhagwanani, M. A. Chaudhry, and V. Vilkos) .

Wet Chemical Laboratory: There were 323 results reported on 126 samples
from general prospectors, 701 results on 326 samples from grubstaked prospectors,
and 5 622 results on 933 samples from Ministry geologists and other Governmental
personnel. This represents a total of 6 646 results on 1 385 samples. Of these,
236 samples were for total silicate analysis. The 236 samples, duplication, stan-
dards, quality control, and method improvement involved doing over 500 individual
samples to obtain the results for the 236. These included numerous K results
determined for age-dating purposes.

Emission Spectrographic Laboratory: There were approximately 22 500 semi-
quantitative determinations made on 780 samples and 3 738 quantitative trace
element results on 1 528 samples. This includes a large number of results on the
suite of samples submitted by E. W. Grove.
, X-ray Diffraction Laboratory: There were 132 mineral identifications made,

56 diffractograms recorded for D. E. Pearson’s coal project, and numerous F and
UsOs ,determinations (the latter included in the Wet Chemical section and the
former not yet reported and so not yet counted in the statistics).

Sample Comrninution: There were 990 samples submitted by Ministry geolo-
gists and other Government personnel prepared for subsequent analytical work and
498 samples submitted by prospectors (general and grantees) were prepared. Also
24 samples were crushed and fused for RI work.

Mineral Separation: A total of 24 mineral separates were prepared for age-
dating purposes and seven samples were crushed and sized in preparation for
separation.

In. total, the Laboratory produced 33 016 results, 56 diffractograms, 24 mineral
separates, and other miscellaneous services during the year.
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Publications
Most of the work of the Division is made available to the interested public

through a series of publications, maps, and also through open files. The most
important publications include the following:

(1) Geology, Exploration and Mining in British Columbia is our major
yearly ‘publication that summarizes and collates all known explora-
tion and mining activity each year as well as reports on properties
by Division geologists and by Mine Inspection engineers. Since 1975
the publication is issued initially as three separate publications.

(2) Geological Fieldwork is a smaller yearly publication that describes
the work of project and district geologists in a preliminary manner
as soon as possible after the completion of the field season and within
the same calendar year.

(3) Bulletins are produced at irregular intervals, usually one or two a
year, and generally describe the geology and mineral deposits in
detail of various areas of mineral potential mapped by Division
geologists. No bulletins were published in 1976. ‘-

(4) Lithographed Geological Maps. In 1976 the following were issued:
Map A-Generalized Geological Map of the Canadian Cor-

dillera,  48 degrees north to 65 degrees north, by E. V. Jackson
(1:2  500000).

Map B-Faults, Porphyry Deposits and Showings, and Tectonic
Belts of the Canadian Cordillera, 48 degrees north to 65 degrees
north, by R. H. Seraphim, V. F. Hollister, E. V. Jackson, S. H.
Pilcher,  J. J. McDougall, and A. Sutherland Brown ( 1: 2 500 000) ;
an overlay for Map A.

(5) Preliminary Maps, issued as ozalids. In 1976 the following were
issued :

Map 20-Morehead  Lake Area (92A/  1 i), by David G. Bailey.
Map 21-Nicola Group south of Allison Lake (92H/lOE),  by

V. A. Preto.
Map 22-Radioactive Occurrences in British Columbia, by

P. A. Christopher.
Map 23-Toby Creek Area (82K/8,  9), by Susan J. Atkinson.

(6) Mineral Inventory Maps show locations and commodities of all
known mineral deposits. In 1976 a complete set of revised maps
was issued (89 in total), covering the Province except for some non-
mineralized terrain in the Peace River area.

(7) Mineral Deposit/Land Use Maps are interpretive maps that portray
the varying mineral potential of terrain in a simple five-fold classi-
fication. In 1976, five maps at a scale of 1:250 000 were issued.

(8) Aeromagnetic Maps of ‘two series were issued, Federal/Provincial
maps in 1:250 000 map sheets and more detailed Provincial maps.
In 1976 no Federal/Provincial maps were released from the current
survey program. British Columbia issued a series of 17 maps at
1 inch to 2 640 feet plus interpretative notes of parts of Vancouver
Island and adjacent Mainland.

(9) Assessment Report Index Maps are available which show the loca-
tion and number of reports accepted for assessment credit by the
Ministry. These maps, at various scales, cover the mineralized
terrain of the Province. They are regularly updated.
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T I T L E S D IVISION

Staff
E.~  J. Bowles ____________________________ -- ___________.____________ Chief Gold Commissioner
R. Rutherford ___-  ______ - __________________ ---Deputy Chief Gold Commissioner
D. Doyle _---__-_-___--  _________ - _____________________ --Gold Commissioner, Vancouver

Gold Commissioners, Mining Recorders, and Sub-Mining Recorders, whose
duties are laid down in the Mineral Act and the Placer Mining Act, administer
these Acts and other Acts relating to mining. Mining Recorders, in addition to
their own functions, may also exercise the powers conferred upon Gold Commis-
sioners with regard to mineral claims within the mining division for which they
have been appointed.

Recording of location and of work upon a mineral claim as required by the
Mineral Act and upon a placer lease by the Placer Mining Act must be made at
the office of the Mining Recorder for the mining division in which the claim or
lease is located. Information concerning claims and leases and concerning the
ownership and standing of the claims and leases in any mining division may be
obtained from the Mining Recorder for the mining division in which the property
is situated or from the Ministry’s offices at Victoria and Room 320, 890 West
Pender Street, Vancouver. Ofhcials  in the offices of the Gold Commissioner at
Victoria and the Gold Commissioner in Vancouver act as Sub-Mining Recorders
for all mining divisions. Sub-Mining Recorders, who act as forwarding agents,
are appointed at various places throughout the Province. They are authorized
to accept documents and fees, and forward them’@  the office of the Mining Re-
corder for the correct mining division. Officials and their offices in various parts
of the Province are~listed in the following table:

Table 2-2-List of Gold Commissioners and Mining Recorders

M i n i n g  D i v i s i o n

Alberni _________.__ -- . .._..  -.-...-.._
Atlin--  ..__.______  -._--  ..__..._......._
Cariboo............... . . . . . . . . . . . .._
Clinton .-...-  .___..  -- .._............
Fort Steele ______ ----.-  ____....____
Golden-..- ____________._.__.._____
Greenwood .__________.._..__..___
Kamloops . . .._ _...__ -...-.-..--__.
Liardd  .______  ---- ..___.__...........
Lillooet -_.-.-..-_..--  .__.____  - ___.
Nanaimo . . . . .._...  -..-  ..__ -_-  ..__..
Nelson . . ..__._....________........--.
N e w Westminster . . ..______...
Nicola .--  . . . . . . ..__.. -.-...-._--  ____
Omineca ._______ --..--.._-_.-.-  .__._
osoyoos.~---.-..--.--.~---  .____  --..
Revelstoke _________.......____..--
Similkameen .___....____....____.
Skeena .._ ____.-._--._--..--  . . . . . -__
Slocan... .___  - __.___.____  ___.......
Trail Creek ________............___
Vancouver ____. -..--..-...--.._--_
Vernon-.... . .._.____._  . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Victoria _______ __.__  -._.-  .____ -__-_

LOcgoJ  of

Port Alberni ____-___ -__.- __._____
Atlin ____ . ..____ .___ --.__--  .____.  ---_
Quesnel..........  ..________  -- __..  -.
Ciinton...... ..___._. -.-.._--..-_-._
Cranbrook ________. -..--  ..__.____
Golden....------..--  .._.______  -- .._.
Grand Forks._-...---- .___._.._
Kamloops ._______..__......__.__  --_
Victoria.-..- ______._  ______ -- ..____
Lillooet . . .._..____________  ---.__-_.
Nanaimo....  --- .______________
Nelson ___....._ .____________  -- ..__
N e w Westminster __.__  --
Merri t t . . . .._. . ..____....  --.--__-.
Smithers . .._______.____........ --.
Penticton-.-..--  .____ -- ..____. -.__
Revelstoke.....  . .._______  ---..--..
Princeton ._________ .____.. .______
Prince Rupert .-.-.--.-..--  . .._
Kaslo..-.---.-.-.-.-.--..--  .._.  -.-.__
Rossland  ..- .__________......___-...
Vancouver ._._ -- ..____  -_-.--__---.
Vernon . ..____  --.-_-..---.--..-
Victoria ___..__...__  L __.____....____

GOM
C o m m i s s i o n e r

W. G. Mundell...__  _-_.-...
R . E. Hall . ..___  - -___-..
H. S. Tatchell.___._  -.-.-.-..
W . R. Anderson . . ..____...
W. L. Draper...............
J. Olson _ . . ..____..__. - ____
S. Matsuo . ..________...._____
N.  R. Blake... .____________  ~.
E. A. H. Mitchell.........
M . Sakakibara....  ________
R. H. Archibald..........
G. L. Brodiee-.---...-  .____.
F. E. Hughes ____....________
L. P. Lean... .___.....  --
A. W. Milton...... ..__ -...-
I. D. Sands . .._______  r _______
D . G . B. R o b e r t s
W. L. Marshall . ..________
T. H. W. Harding --_-.-.
T .  P . McKinnon .___ .._..
A. Sherwood .____.._____  ---.
D. Doyle~  ___..._....__________
N. A. Nelson ..________....
E: A. H. Mitchell-- ..____.

M i n i n g  R e c o r d e r

W. G. Mundell.
R. E. Hall.
H. S. Tatchell.
W. R. Anderson.
W. L. Draper.
J. Olson.
S. Matsuo.
N. R. Blake.
E. A. H. Mitchell.
M. Sakakibara.
R. H. Archibald.
G. L. Brodie.
J. Hoem.
L. P. Lean.
A. W. Milton.
I. D. Sands.
D. G. B. Roberts.
W. L. Marshali.
T. H. W. Harding.
T.  P.  McKinnon.
A. Sherwood.
D. Doyle.
N. A. Nelson.
E. A. H. Mitchell.
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Central Records Oflice (Victoria and Vancouver)
Transcripts of all documents recorded in Mining Recorders’ offices through-

out the Province are sent to the office of the Chief Gold Commissioner in Victoria
twice each month. Mineral claim recordings are reported daily. The records and
maps showing the approximate positions of mineral claims held by record and of
placer leases may be viewed by the public during office hours at Victoria and at the
office of the Gold Commissioner at Vancouver, Room 320, 890 West Pender Street.
The approximate position of mineral claims held by record and of placer leases
is plotted from details supplied by locators.

During 1976, 13 investigations were carried out pursuant to section 80 of the
Mineral Act. Eleven investigations were made with regard to mineral claims
having been located or recorded otherwise than in accordance with the Mineral
Act, which resulted in 18 mineral claims being cancelled.

Mineral and Placer Title Mqps  _

The Mineral Titles map series has now been completed for the whole of the
Province at the scale of 1:50 000 and shows the location of mineral claims (based
on the locator’s sketch, unless surveyed or verified by inspection), Crown-granted
mineral claims, and mining leases. The Placer Titles map series shows placer
leases and those areas available for staking under the Placer Mining Act.

Indexes for the two series are available, free of charge, from the offices of all
Gold Commissioners and all maps may be viewed at Room 411, Douglas Building,
Victoria, and at Room 320, 890 West Pender Street, Vancouver. It is advisable
to order claim maps from an index.

Prints of the maps at the scale of 1:50 000 may be purchased for 50 cents
each (tax and third class mail included) by applying in person at both the Victoria
and Vancouver offices, and may be ordered by mail from the Victoria office.

Coal
Information concerning the ownership and standing of coal licences and coal

leases may be obtained upon application to the Chief Gold Commissioner, Ministry
of Mines and Petroleum Resources, Victoria. Maps showing location of coal
licences and coal leases are also available upon application and payment of the
required fee.

Table 2-3-Coal Revenue From Licences
197.5 1976

$ $

Fees __________________ - ____ -- ______________r_____ 16 880 8 830
Rental ___- _____ -__-  ____ - _________________________ 932 121 560 546

Maps showing the location of coal licences issued under the Coal Act maybe
seen at the Titles Division, Mineral Resources Branch, Room 411, Douglas Build-
ing, Victoria. An index of coal reference maps is obtainable from the Chief Gold
Commissioner at the above address.

During 1976, seven coal licences were issued. As of December 31, 1976, a
total of 1 090 coal licences, amounting to 249 093 hectares, was held in good
standing.
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ECONOMICS AND PLANNING DIVISION

During 1976 the name and direction of the Division was returned to Eco-
nomics and Planning from Mineral Development. This change shifted the em-
phasis from a development-oriented concept of mineral evaluation to long-range
planning studies, economic research, and analysis. The Division became a part of
the Mineral Resources Branch and the responsibilities under the Prospectors
Assistance Act and the administration of the Roads and Trails Program were
transferred to other Divisions within that Branch.

buring 1976 the Division was under the direction of J. S. Poyen and operated
without an Assistant Director. The latter position was vacated in mid-1975 and
a replacement, F. C. Basham, was subsequently recruited late in 1976 and assumed
his responsibilities in January 1977.

During 1976 the economic analysis was focused on coal development with the
main emphasis centred  on the co-ordinated studies of the Peace River Coalfield.
A major coal resource analysis was co-ordinated in this Division for the joint
evaluation by Federal and Provincial representatives concerned with Northeast
Coal Development. A significant byproduct of this work was the development of
a Coal Cost Model. The work on the model was completed in 1976 and the pub-
lished documentation will be available in the near future. In addition to coal
resource studies, the Economics Section continued analysis in commodity studies,
mineral and coal price forecasting, resource taxation, recreation corridors, natural
gas pricing, mineral policy review, studies under the Foreign Investment Review
Act, and work in the development of a cost/benefit manual for the Province. The
work of the Economic Section has been co-ordinated by J. F. Clancy.

The ongoing statistical work, co-ordinated by W. P. Wilson, included the
Annual Census of Mining, mail out, compilation, and organization of mineral
statistics for the Annual Report, and monthly mineral statistics for intergovern-
mental use (under review). The Section is currently involved in a number of
committees relevant to mineral statistics, including Mines Ministers’ Subcommittee
on Mineral Statistics, Consultative Council for Mineral Statistics, Coal Statistics,
and Statistics Canada, and represents the Government of British Columbia on such
committees. A Task Force on Mineral Valuation established at the Mines Minis-
ters’ Conference was charged with evaluating and, if necessary, redesigning the
statistical forms currently in use throughout Canada. A three-man working group
(British Columbia Ministry of Mines and Petroleum Resources, Statistics Canada,
and Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, Ottawa) has worked to this
end and significant progress has been made.

PETROLEUM RESOURCES BRANCH

The Petroleum Resources Branch, under the general direction of Associate
Deputy Minister J. D. Lineham, Chief of Branch, administers the Petroleum and
Natural Gus Act, 1965 and the regulations made thereunder, including the Drilling
and Production Regulations, the Geophysical Regulations, the Drilling Reservation
Regulations, and the Development Road Regulations. It also administers. the
Underground Storage Act, 1964. Therefore, the Branch is responsible for all
matters related to the disposition of Crown-owned petroleum and natural gas rights
as well as the regulation of the exploration, development, and production phases
of the oil and gas industry.

The Branch is divided into three Divisions, namely, the Engineering’Division,
the Geological Division, and the Titles Division.
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O R G A N I Z A T I O N ,  F U N C T I O N ,  A N D  S T A F F

Engineering Division
The Engineering Division, under the direction of Chief Engineer A. G. T.

Weaver, is responsible for all engineering activities of the Petroleum Resources
Branch.

There are three main functions:
(1) Enforcement of the Drilling and Production Regulations under the

Petroleum and Natural Gas Act, 196.5, together with provision of
advice to the Minister with respect to applications made by industry
under the Act.

(2) Collection, filing for Branch and public use, and publication of
drilling and production statistics, production and disposition data,
reservoir and pool performance data.

(3) Reservoir analysis of all oil and gas poolS  in the Province, including
maintenance of current production rate forecasts together with  data
concerning reserves discovered to date and estimates of potential
reserves growth.

The Development Engineering Section, under the supervision of Senior
Development Engineer W. L; Ingram, licenses drilling and service rigs, issues well
authorizations, and maintains detailed records pertaining to all drilling and pro-
duction operations.

The Reservoir Engineering Section, under the Senior Reservoir Engineer B. T.
Barber, is concerned with all reservoir engineering aspects of the Division’s actiti-
ties. The section is responsible for determination of reservoir and production
characteristics of oil and gas pools in the Province. This  involves interpretation of
reservoir pressure, rock and fluid properties, and production data. These param-
eters are. used to forecast ultimate recoveries obtainable from oil and gas accumu-
lations in the Province, and the rates at which these  vobimes will be produced. Oil
and gas allowable rates are set by tbe Section, and recommendations concerning
proposed improved recovery and produced fluid disposition schemes are made.

The Drilling and Production Engineering Section, under the supervision of
District Engineer D. L. Johnson, is located at the field office at Charlie Lake and is
primarily responsible for enforcement of the Drilling and Production Regulations
in the field. It also collects reservoir and other data as required, acts&  a liaison
capacity-witlrindustry tithe fi~d~,le~;,-and,ma~tai~,~~~~e  and.drill  sqple storage
and examination facilities.

Geological Division
The Geological Division, under the direction of Chief Geologist W. M. Young,

consists of three Sections and is responsible for all geological and geophysical
activities of the Petroleum Resources Branch.

Data resulting from the drilliig of wells, geophysical surveys, and other related
sources in the Province in the search for and development of accmnulations of oil
and gas are supplied to the Branch. These  data are used by staff geologists and
geophysicists as a basis for reports on, and maps and cross-sections of, the eco-
nomically important sedimentary rocks of the Province. The Division is responsible
for providing data and opinions to attract, assist, and encourage the.  exploration
and development of the petroleum resources of the Province. The Division also
directs and provides all draughting services required by the Geological and Engi-
neering Divisions.
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The Economic Geology Section, under J. A. Hudson, is primarily concerned
with  those matters related to exploration and economic geology.

The Reserve+ Geology Section, under R. Stewart, is primarily concerned with
the detailed knowledge of the geology of oil and gas wells  and reservoirs. This
is required to assist in reserve estimations and in the framing of procedures that
ensure the best returns from these reservoirs.

Titles Division

The Titles Division consists of two Sections, under the direction of Commis-
sioner R. E. Moss, and is responsible for administering those  parts of the Petroleum
and Natural Gas Act, 1965 relating to and affecting  title to Crown petroleum and
natural gas rights.

The Division administers tbe disposition of Crown petroleum and natural gas
rights and, in consultation with the Engineering and Geological Divisions, approves
and selects parcels for posting, and accepts or rejects the tenders received.

The Tides Section is responsible for all transactions involving petroleum and
natural gas permits, all leases, natural gas licences,  drilling reservations, geophysical
licences,  notices of commencement of exploratory work, affidavits of work, tit
agreements, and miscellaneous recordings.

The Revenue Section, under W. J.  Quinn, is responsible for die collection of
all petroleum and natural gas revenue, except royalty, payable to the Crown under
the provisions of the Act.

staff
On December 31, 1976, the professional and technical staff included the

following:

Associate Deputy Minister, .I.  D. Lineham, P.Eng.-  Chief of Branch

Engineering Division

A. G. T. Weaver, P.Eng .-.._ ~~~.- ..-.-...-.  - -..-  .._..  Chief Engineer

W. ,L. Ingram, P.Eng . . . . -.-  ~~...---..  Senior Development Engineer

M. B. Hamersley, C.E.T..---..-.-..- ..-..._..__ --..Development  Technician
B. T. Barber, P.Eng...-.-----...-  - .-.-......-  -Senior Reservoir Engineer
P. S. Attariwala, P.Eng..-  -..-  . .._.. ~.--.--...--.--.-Reservoir Engineer

L. Pepperdiie, P.Eng.~~...-.-.-..~-.-~-.---.-.--...-.~~~Reservir  Engineer
P. K. Huus..-.-.-  ._..  -.-.--..--..-  .-... ---.--.YReservoir Technician
J. H. Burt-..-- - . . . . . -.~~~_.~~~..~  __......  --...---..~  Reservoir Technician
D. L. Johnson, P.Eng . . . . ~-  -.--  _....._ ---- -.-.--District Engineer
D. A. Selby--...-.-  -.-  -.--...-..~~.-.~~_~._..--  :.--Field Technician

G. T. Mohler..-..-  -...--.-  ..-..-..  -.-em.--.--Field Technician
H. W. Spooner.._~~~~...-.~-  _.__...__  -_...----.--  --.-Field Technician

J. W. D. Kielo..--- ~_..~...-  .._-. ~.-~~.__~~~-~.-.~Field Technician
G. L. Holland- . . ..__.  ~~-  -~.-.-.._._-  .-.. ~-----.--.-Field Technician
J. L. Withers--~~-~~...-..--  --.----~ ---- Geophysical Technician
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Geological Division
W. M. Young, P.Eng.-.---- -.---...  - _--._.-...--._  Chief C@ogist
R. Stewart, P.Eng...-~-.--.~...-.-..- . . . . . . . i.-~Senior Reservoir Geologist
T. B. Ramsay, P.Eng.~ ~-_.~.-  ~...-...-  .  .  .  .._-.. Reservoir Geologist
K. A. McAdam .._...  ~...-_~  _...  --~-...~...-._..-.-.-.-Reservoir Geologist
J.  A. Hudson, P.Eng .._._._.._._  ~.-.-~  __.......  Senior Economic Geologist
‘D. W. Dewar.--_.m  ._._.....  -._.-.-.-  . . . . . . .._  ..-. -..--.Economic Geologist

Titles Division
R. E. MOSS-~  _......._._  -~  .__....__  --I- .__.__......  -.-..-..~..-.--Commissioner
W. J. Q&r--~  __._.._......._._.  --.-  ------.--.  Assistant Commissioner

HIGHLIGHTS OF BRANCH Ac~rvmes

Zegislution
The Petroleum and Natural Gas Act, 1965 was amended during I976 for the

purpose of clarifying~some  sections and correcting certain deficiencies in Part III
~nceming  Entry, Mediation, and Arbitration. In addition, authority was provided
to make regulations respecting the e%ploration,  development, and production of oil
sand, oil sand pn$ucts;oil  s@le,  and oil shale products,’ and to order that all or
part of the Mines Regulation Ad applies to the exploration, development, and pro-
duction of oil sand, oil sand products, oil shale, and oil shale products.

In addition to the above, the Drilliig and Production Regulations issued under
the Petroleum and Natural Gas Act, 1965 were ,sigaiEca@ly  updated and reissued in
new format. While many of tbe amendments were of a housekeeping nature there
Were others designed to simplify and add greater flexibility to drilling and production
proce%lures. Particularly  affected were regulations concerning well spacing, well
classijications,  producti&  ~allowables, and the requirements for production testing.

In conjunction with  the new regulations, work was started on a Procedural
Handbook primarily designed to guide indush in their dealing with the Branch.
This  will be issued in 1977 for inclusion with tbe regulations in a loose-leaf binder.

Mediation and Arbitration Board

CHAIRMAN: Patrick D. Walsh.
VICE-CHAIRMAN: Ihuglai Pomeroy.
MEMBER: Cecil Ruddell.

The Mediation and Arbitration Board, established under the authority of the
Petroleum and Natural Gas Act, 1965 grants rights of entry to oil and gas com-
panies over alienated lands, and determines, conditions of entry and compensation
therefore. The Act now  provides for a process, of mediation, by the Chairman of
the Board. Failing satisfactory agreement between  the parties upon mediation, the
Act provides for tinal disposition by the Board of entry conditions and compensa-
tion. The Board is also charged with responsibility to review and set conipensation
on leases and previous Board orders of more than Eve years’ duration, and to t@mi-
nate rights of entry when an operator has ceased, to use occupied, lands. ’

In 1976, 16 field inspections were carried out by @. Board; the Board made
a total of 25 orders, 13 as a result  of Board bearings and 12 to -vary or ten&ate
existing orders; the Board met 105 iimes~during  the year to deal with general Board
matters and specific concerns of ,the  public.
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Engineering Division

An important aspect of the Division’s function continued to be the provision
of a service with respect to p&roleum engineering, regulatory, and administrative
matters for Government, Crown agencies (such as the B.C. Energy Commission),
and industry. This involved numerous meetings and the attendance at hearings.
Work specifically carried out by the three Sections in the Division is outlined below.

DeveZopment  Engineering-The Development Engineering Section is respons-
ible for the administration of all matters related to the location, drilling, completion,
and abandonment of wells in the Province. This involves the assurance that oper-
ators of all wells located and drilled conform with  the Drilliig and Production
Regulations and submit the required applications, reports, and information to the
Branch.

Approval of well authorizations to drill proposed well locations is granted by
the Section after review and reference to the Titles and Geological Divisions. In
1976, there were 195 authorizations issued, an increase of 95 per cent over 197.5.
Throughout the life of a weIl the status, well name, and assigned classification may
be changed as circumstances require. During the year statuses were changed on
119 occasions, well names on 53, and well classifications on 20.

In addition to comprehensive well data records, all geological and geophysical
reports submitted for work credits and the Branch correspondence files are main-
tained by the Section. Reorganization of the 6ling system to a unified system con-
tinued throughout 1976. The Development Section itself was reoriented into two
dist&ct  functions. One dealt with the aspects of drilling and production and the
other with  the determination of product disposition and certain administrative

dhties, ‘iticludiig  a typing pool, and the Branch file room.
Each drilling or service rig operating in the Province must have a valid rig

licence.  Sixty-one liceoces  were renewed in 1976 and 16 new ones were issued.
In view of the impending conversion to metric measurements, various prepara-

tory steps were taken by the Section, including the identification of all petroleum-
related legislation and a detailed review of the effect of metrication on the
ministerial forms and files in present use.

Drilling and Production Engineering-During 1976, some 180 000 miles
were driven by stat?  members in the course of fulfilling their primary function which
is the enforcement at the field level of the Drilling  and Production Regulations of the
Petroleum and Natural Gns Act, 1965. Oil production facilities were inspected
on 318 different occasions and inspections of drilling, producing, and abandoned
well sites were conducted 3 148 times. A total of 580 inspections of active drilling
sites was made during 1976. Two oil-well tests were conducted by Branch per-
sonnel, and 31 gas-well tests (AOF’P  deliverability and reservoir limit) were wit-
nessed. To ensure reliability of gas volumes being reported (both sales and in-
dividual well volumes), 489 complete orifice meter calibrations were performed
and spot checks were made on 556 other occasions.

During the year, 124 static-pressure gradients were conducted on selectiv?  oil
and gas wells to augment data received by the Reservoir Engineering Section and
to farther ensure the reliability of pressure data being received, 1 028 bottom-hole
pressurebomb  elements were calibrated.

Some 86 man-days were spent on seismic inspections ensuring that regulations
concerning geophysical activity were being carried out.

During 1976, this Section continued its involvement with the British Colombia
Gil Spill Contingency Plan, taking an active role in all meetings and training
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exercises. No major spills occurred during 1976, and only six man-days were spent
inspecting oil spills.

Inspections of salt-water disposal systems and witnessing of segregation tests
were again emphasized during 1976.

During the year a map showing areas of northeastern British Colombia which
might be accessible for summer drilling operations was finalized by this Section
and, after gaining Branch approval, was forwarded to industry for their comments.
At year-end; favoorable response and support had been received from the drilling
contractors, and from several oil companies.

Reservoir Engineering-Hydrocarbon reserve estimations were made as of
year-end 1976. ,It  was decided that, henceforth, oil reserves will be reported as
“established” reserves rather than as “proved and probable.” It was felt that the
use of a single number for reserves would remove any confusion which  may have
occurred as a result of the earlier nomenclature, which is used by other reporting
bodies in Canada but not always with the same meaning.

Table 4-2 is a summary of the hydrocarbon and by-products reserves in the
Province as at December 31, 1976, and indicates the following:

Oil, established ..--.--.-__~.-.-...--  ._.... - __..... 154 981 MSTB
Natural gas, established-

Raw - _.--  ---.-----___ - - - 8 520 MSTB
Residue -._. -_~~_.-  . . .._  -- -- __._  - -.-.~  _... 7 310 BSCF
Residue (1 000 Btu/SCF) - -.-_.__7.-.--. 7 588 BSCF

Natoral gas liquids-
Propane ---...-.-__.-.-..-.-  __.....  -- .____.. 8 054 MSTB
Butane ---...-..-.-_.---.--.-  ..__.  -.-.--  -. 12 154 MSTB
Pentanes plus.--  --.--.--..-.-.-  _--. ~~...--..-. 23 449 MSTB

Sulphur - .._.  - ..-.-  --..----_---.-.-  --..-.-.. 6 467 ML.T
It may be observed from Table 4-2 that the oil reserves have decreased 24.5

MMSTB from last year. Additions due to drilling were 2.8 MMSTB; revisions
reduce the reserves by 12.4 MMSTB and 14.9 MMSTRwere  produced. Raw gas
reserves of 8.5 TSCF at the end of 1976 show an increase of 0.5 TSCF. Additions
due to drilling were 0.5 TSCF: revisions added 0.4 TSCF and 0.4 ~TSCF were
produced. -

A submission which  showed the effect on reserves and deliverability of drilling
from May 1974 to April 1975 and from May 1975 to April 1976 was prepared
and oreseated to the British Columbia Enerav Commission at a hearing in Van-
co&r in June 1916 for “the l&pose  of an”&ual review of present &future
field prices of petroleum and natural gas and other factors that may affect the level
of exploration and development of petroleum and natural gas in British Colombia.”

A forecast of oil and condensate production in the Province was prepared and
submitted to the National Energy Board at a hearing in Calgary in October 1976.
The results of this  forecast may be summarized as follows:

(1) Oil producing rates from existing reservoirs are expected to decline
from an estimated 40.3 MSTB/D  in 1976 to 7.3 MSTB/D  in 1995.
(Actual 1976 production averaged 40.8 MSTB/D.)

(2) Based on statistical data from current geological considerations, it
is not expected that oil production from new discoveries will appreci-
ably increase tbe predicted oil supply rate. The predicted oil reserve
addition from new discoveries is some 9 MMSTB only.

(3) Pentanes plus supply rates are forecast to remain relatively constant
at about 3.2 MSTB through 1982 and then to decline to 1.1 MSTB
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in 1995. No additional volumes pf pentanes plus are forecast to
be obtained from any future plants illstalled  to process currently
unconnected gas reserves or from future gas discoveries.

A forecast of gas production in the Province at year-end led to the following
conclusions:

(1) Raw gas production is forecast to ,increase  from 370 BCF/yr  in
1977 to a peak of 450 BCF in 1982. Thereafter, production is
essentially cmxtant in the range 430-440 BCF/yr  until 1995 and
declines to about 300 BCF/yr  in 2004.

(2) This  forecaSt is based on t&e  assumption that
(a) some2.3 TCF of known  raw gas reserves  will be connected

to pipeline  in the period 1977-82 and will add about 25 BCF/yr.
This will more than balance the decline of 9 BCF/yr  from presently
connected reserves;

(b) production from future discoveries  Of 340 BCF/yr  of raw
gas will yield.18 BCF/yr  which  balances the forecast decline of
18 BCF/yr  from presently connected reserves in the period 1982-95;

(c) the last year of gas discovery was arbitrarily selected as
1945, so after 1999 no additional production domes from new,dis-
coveries.  In addition, gas production from earlier discqveries  com-
mences to’decline and causes the decline experienced from 1995 on.

The Branch has been concerned for some time by the problems of water influx
into and water production from gas reservoirs iA the Slave Point formations. In
a preliminary study of water influx, Clarke Lake, Clarke Lake South,  Yoyo, Sierra,
and Kotcho Lake fields were examined and the following conclusions drawn:

(1) All these  pools except Sierra have the same hydrostatic gradient and
perhaps a common aquifer; Sierra has a higher gradient and is
isolated from this common aquifer,

(2) Water influx appears to be occurring  in Clarke Lake, Clarke Lake
South,  and Sierra. No water influx has been detected in Yoyo or
Kotcho Lake. Water production (in.excess  of water condensation)
is a problem in Clarke Lake and Kotcho Lake. Thus  it would appear
that water production can occur without water influx and that water
influx can occur without ~water production.

(3) A straight-lie plot of P/Z vs. cumulative gas production does not
necessarily indicate no water intlux.

(4) A recent well in Sierra penetrated the gas-water contact some  70 feet
above the.  original level which would suggest a residual gas saturation
in the invaded zone of some 50 per cent.

Another  aspect which concerns the Branch is the effect, if any, of the rate of
gas production from a pool with  water influx  on ultimate recovery. In the hope of
obtaining some insight into this  problem, the Branch decided to have a reservoir
simulation study performed on a portion of the Clarke Lake reservoir which included
wells of completely different performance characteristics with respect to water
production. Once this portioh of the reservoir has been successfully modell6d, the
model will be tested at different rates of production. At year-end, specifications had
been forwarded to various consultants who were invited to ‘bid.

A number of pressure drawdown  and build-up tests conducted on various wells
in the Grizzly Valley-Sukunka  trend were analysed by the Section in an attempt to
confirm  that the gas in matrix porosity was flowing into the reservoir fracture system.
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In the opinion of the  Branch this has now been established and, consequently, it is
correct to include ins-reserves the estimated recoverable gas in the matrix porosity.

Geological Division

Economic Geology--During the year the Economic Geology Section con-
tinued with  its program of initiating, organizing, and carrying through to publica-
tion regional subsurface compilation, mapping, and related projects witbin the
sedunentary basin of northeastern British’CoInmbia.

The drillstem test and penetration compilation map series using the National
Topographic System were convetied to a scale of 1: 100 000 from the previous scale
of 1: 125 000. The east half and west half of NTS map sheets 93-1,93-O, and 93-P
completed the series and coverage of the northeastern sedimentary area. The latter
compilation series of 36 map sheets shows for all wells outside designated field
boundaries the deepest geological Formation penetrated, all Formation drillstem
tests, and the Zone(s) in which gas and oil wells are completed. In addition to the
latter information ,and witbin the designated field limit the penetration map will
show drillstem tests in horizons other than that productive in the field as well as the
Formation at total depth for wells which have penetrated below the lowest pro-
ductive horizons  within the field.

Subsurface structural coverage of the Lower Cretaceous  Bullhead Group (Top
Bluesky-Gething) was completed with the mapping of the east half of NTS map
sheets 93-1, 93-0, 93-P, and the west half of 93-P. Most of the published series
on regional subsurface mapping were updated as of May. 1, 1976, with ‘the  latest
released information. A total of 74 map sheets covering the mapping of all major
economic oil and gas producitig horizons on a scale of 1: 100 000 has been made
available to industry and the public through publication.

A geological assessment was completed on~the  ultimate reserve potential of the
Grizzly Valley-Sukunka gas trend. The project included an in-depth study of the
geology and reservoir characteristics of the primary producing horizons. The esti-
mated ultimate reserve potential was concluded by determining the ratio of the
present drillink density to the’ optimum drilling density over the selected area in
relation to the established reserve. from completed drilling. In conjunction with
this assessment a series of structural cross-sections combining surface and subsur-
face geology across the disturbed foothills belt was completed from south of the
Grizzly Valley area northwest to the John Haft ‘Highway.

Ins  addition~~to the activities outlined above, the Economic Geology Section
spent considerable time in assisting other Divisions and Ministries of tbe Govem-
mat, Crown  agenci&,  and intergovernmental relations in matters concerning
petroleum geology. Frequent meetings were held with various industry representa-
tives to discuss various aspects of geology, geophysics, and exploration in general
and to clarify questions arising from the regulations with  respect to the drilling of
wells and its relationship to the~tenure  of petroleum and natural gas rights.

Geophysical-The method of using released geophysical data as an integral
part of the regional subsurface mapping program was continued for the first half of
the year. Data received by the Ministry in support of applications to record
geophysical work are converted to depth and integrated into the appropriate re-
gional subsurface map. This work has provided significant structural control at
the Devonian, Mississippian, and Triassic levels within the Foothills Belt area ex-
tending north of the Peace River to Fort Nelson.

An assessment of the complete geophysical coverage submitted by industry on
the Grizzly Valley gas-bearing structures was carried out by members of the Geo-
physical and Economic Geology Sections. In general, the quality and resolution
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